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Consumers Today
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Aged Care in Australia, 2015-16
Residential Home
Care

%

Number of Providers

949*

496

Number of Services

2,699

2,099

Number of Places/Packages

195,825

78,956

Total Revenue

$17.17b

$1.8b

Commonwealth Contribution to Revenue

$11.29b

$1.49b

66%/83%

Consumer Contribution to Revenue

$4.54b

$310K

26%/ 2%

Total Expenses

$16.1b

$1.6b

Profit

$1.06b

$183m

NOTE- *616 Providers operate a single
home;19 Providers operate >20 homes

64% are
single

Source- ACFA Report 2017

6%/
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So where’s the destination??
Consumer
• Older Australians and
their families
• Just trying to navigate
“ Are we there yet”

Providers, Government,
Stakeholders and Interested
parties
• Major system reform“We are not there yet”
• Many moving parts
• Just in Reactive Mode
• Heightened Risk

Everyone
wants the
best course
and
smoothest
possible
travel.
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Balancing Back
The System=
- Government
- Role of
Regulation
- Providers

Consumer =

2018 -Inquiry into Quality of Care in RAC
2017- Effectiveness of the Aged Care Quality
Assessment etc.
2016/2017- Future of Australia's workforce
2016/2017 Australian Law reform Commission- Elder
Abuse
2017 Oakden Older persons Mental Health review

Disruption
- Coming together
to rebalance
power
- Voice of
customer/
consumer
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So what about ‘sustainability’ ?
Fillers
-

-

Unlocking new
consumer solutions
Finding new revenue
streams
Capability to deploy
new business
development and
systems- driving an
Innovation Agenda

Drainers
-ACFI/subsidy reduction
-Occupancy volatility
-Trends
Reducing length of stay
-Greater competition Higher compliance hurdles

SUBSIDATION
CONSUMER PAYING
COST & EFFICIENCY
EFFECTIVENESS

CAPABILITY
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Who’s going to unlock the right solution?
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Regulation

Consumers

“Regulation will
drive out the
poor
performers”

“ Needs,
Wants &
Desires”

Accreditation
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Providers
“Rise to the
challenge or
exit”
Market failures
will occur

Market Drivers
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“Deregulate
more and let
the market
decide”

“Lets catch them
when they are
least suspecting”
“Quality
indicators and
more reporting”
“Must be about
Needs??”
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Your Logo

And the winner is??
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The Customers Journey- Listening Deeply
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Road to success and sustainability

Do or Die
•

Deep listening to your
consumers/customerinnovate at every point

•

Strong and responsive
Governance- a Plan exists

•

Aligned, capable and
energized management –
clearly deploying the
strategic plan

•

Excellent management
systems that check
conformance and outcomes.

•

Skilled and capable
workforce that is held to
account to the model of
care

•

Use of technology and
digital to enable the 11
business

Rising up to Disruption and Driving Innovation
Measure What Matters

Customer/Consumer Centricity

Be unrelenting in harvesting data
insights to inform the approach and
go forward plan

Consumer must be central to all
activities. This is Older Australians
and their families- True North

Mindset

Business Model

Rise to change, understand self and
learn from mistakes. Take an active
approach to learning – are you
enthusiastic?

Collaboration
Knowledge transfer and
capabilities across broader teams.
Everyone learns togethereveryone focused on outcomes for
consumers- True North

Wisdom Experience

Consider adjustments like the
decoupling of ACCOMODATION
and CARE. Risks and rewards and
future positioning. Consider how AI
and Digital can help transform your
models.

Fast to Market
Agility

Reboot

Continuously evolve products and
services. Responsiveness is keyexperiment, fail fast and try again.
Unlock new revenues.

Data Driven

Be prepared to find redundancy
(systems and processes) and
keep it simple (KISS)

Teams will Rise
Communicate the Vision, the
plan and build teams that will
rise. Courageous leaders sign
on and up!

Every part needs data in order to
make sense of complexity. Get on
top of what matters most to the
consumer- True North
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